Have a conversation that
brings America together.
Crossing Party Lines helps Americans have warm and
engaging conversations with Americans who see the
world differently —
to increase tolerance, build community,
and encourage civic cooperation.
Uniting America one conversation at a time.

CPL IN BRIEF
How do we “Fix” a divided America?
Recent elections have shown lines being drawn,
sides being taken, and voices getting louder.
The media and politicians have us all riled
up. Crossing Party Lines (CPL) is here to calm us,
unite us, and teach us to live and work together.
Come have a conversation
that brings America together.
Lisa Swallow
Executive Director
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FAST FACTS
WE HAVE NO POLITICAL AFFILIATION
Crossing Party Lines is an all-volunteer non-profit offering warm and
engaging conversations and skills training.
Our focus is political depolarization using the latest scientific
research. We host both local and national conversations.
Participants register through Meetup.com.
Crossing Party Lines, Inc. (CPL) is a 501(c)(3) organization.
CPL is registered in New York, NY.
244 Fifth Ave, Suite L208, NY, NY 10001
(929) 266-6078
Our head office is in Portland, OR.
PO Box 80913, Portland, OR 97280
503-267-0498

To set up an interview with either of our co-founders, contact us at:
Info@CrossingPartyLines.com

NEW YORK NY

PORTLAND OR

Kareem Abdelsadek

Lisa Swallow

Chairman of the Board

Executive Director

More information, including bios of
board members, is available online @
CrossingPartyLines.com/about-us

We are a member of the #ListenFirst Coalition and proud partners
with America Talks.
We currently have 10 chapters across the country:
Atlanta GA, Austin TX, Chicago IL, Columbus OH,
Mesa AZ, New York NY, Portland OR, San Francisco
CA, and Southern Oregon.
We have 4,400+ members and 43 volunteers.
Since Fall 2016, we have had over 350 conversations.
We are committed to non-partisan respectful
dialogue.

CrossingPartyLines.com
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What We Do

We have a different
way of talking politics.
CONVERSATIONS
“Conversations are the way we connect, engage, navigate,
and transform the world with others.”
JUDITH GLASER
Conversational Intelligence

CPL hosts weekly moderated conversations that give each person
an opportunity to share their unique way of seeing the world.
The goal is to help us understand how and why we disagree.
We don’t try to change minds, win debates, prove a point, or reach consensus.
We listen to understand:
warmly attending to the other person as they speak,
consciously setting aside the tendency to defend.
Being in “discovery mode” opens our minds and encourages curiosity,
helping us appreciate the different ways we each see the world.
It fosters connection among people who don’t ordinarily meet, much less
agree.
We engage with tolerance to increase individual and group exposure
to different views — leveraging our differences as strengths —
in your city, in your neighborhood, and in virtual spaces.

WHO ATTENDS?
Americans from all walks of life representing the full political
spectrum. Some align with a party, others identify with values and
topics.
Within party affiliation, many participants self-identify along the
spectrum of conservative, libertarian, liberal, or progressive.
Yet others self-identify along the spectrum dependent on the topic,
for example, fiscally conservative and socially progressive.
All voices are welcome, heard, and respected at our events.

“ You feel like people are actually listening.
Meaning they’re stopping, they’re being silent, and
they’re digesting what you’re saying. They’re not just
having an immediate response ...”

Kyree, CPL New York NY

WATCH ON

What We Do
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We’re bridging the divides to
heal America
About Our Work
Crossing Party Lines is a bridging organization.
The term "bridging" was coined by grass roots organizations like ours to reflect the goal of
bridging divides”to reduce polarization. Studies show that polarization has been increasing
rapidly over the past decades.
Many experts believe increased
polarization contributes to the rise
in political violence, the increased
rates of depression and anxiety,
and other ills facing our country.
Recently the International IDEA
thinktank added the US to its list
of "backsliding democracies, citing
recent signs of "visible
deterioration."
Polarization shatters crucial tolerance norms. 87% of Americans
say the country is more divided than it has ever been in their
lifetime. For the first time since surveying began in 1992,
majorities in both parties view the other party as "very
unfavorable”. Sizable numbers of Democrats and Republicans
say the other party stirs feelings of frustration, fear, distrust, and
anger. Americans increasingly segregate by political party and
ideology in residential communities. Since the 2016 election, hate
crimes have risen and five to 14 percent of Americans currently
endorse intergroup violence. Polarization affects more than
governments; it impacts families, workplaces, schools,
neighborhoods, and religious organizations across America and
the world.
The Crossing Party Lines approach to bridging is community-based and skills-based.
Rather than providing one-off experiences or high-profile debates, Crossing Party Lines
empowers individuals to take control of their own mental models by teaching skills that make it
easier to tolerate, understand, and appreciate differences. We normalize the experience of
listening to, talking with, respecting, and befriending people with different viewpoints. We
restore faith in fundamental American values - discussing ideas with passion and conviction
and valuing our boisterous diversity as a unique treasure. Polarization subsides when people
believe both sides have something to contribute and when compromise, collaboration and
consilience become the tools used to reach our greatest good.

About Our Work
CrossingPartyLines.com
issues. We see these as both an opportunity to meet and learn from our political others, and
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Celebrating our differences
because they make us strong.
Our Impact
Our Impact
Crossing Party Lines reduces polarization at the grassroots level. We are a community of
people of all political views and affiliations who share vision of a stronger, healthier America
that embraces diversity of views as a requirement for a successful democracy. Members
adopt a superordinate identity, seeing themselves as solid enough in their own views that
they can listen to and work with others to explore and solve the problems facing us today.
In surveys we conducted, long-term members report: feeling more hopeful about America,
feeling a sense of belonging as part of a larger group, and seeing issues as more complex and
nuanced than before. They identify themselves as thoughtful voters who consider as many
sides of an issue as they can. While many still maintain allegiance in the party of their choice,
they no longer vote party line.
Our members become ambassadors for depolarization and role models for others. Most also
report improvements in their personal lives ranging from greatly reduced fear, increased trust
of the other, and healed relationships with friends and family members.

Be the change in your community.
Learn about volunteer opportunities.

CrossingPartyLines.com

Our Impact
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Why It Works

We begin with what we’re learning
from the science of being human.
THE SCIENCE
The work we do at Crossing Party Lines leverages insights gained through intergroup
contact theory, which posits that interpersonal contact between members of different
social groups can result in reduced prejudice and stereotypical views, increased trust,
and forgiveness if those interactions meet four key conditions:
• Equal status
• Intergroup cooperation
• Common goals
• Support of agreed upon norms, laws, or authorities
We are relentless about fostering those four conditions within our community. These
ongoing positive interactions with members of out-groups lead to more tolerant
attitudes and behavior because contact encourages empathy and positive perceptions
towards others.
Moral Foundations Theory provides the framework and language we use for talking
exploring the moral aspects of current day concerns. This framework makes it
possible for people to replace the moral/immoral dichotomy with the understanding
that two people can be "differently moral."
Understanding the partisan brain is central to the work of Crossing Party Lines. We
offer in-depth courses and train our moderators in the very best science. Our
conversations are conducted using proven techniques to encourage curiosity rather
than defensiveness, aimed at keeping conversations on an even keel.
Minds react to attacks on our beliefs the same way as threats to our physical wellbeing. We work to establish trust among participants and avoid “triggers” that get in
the way. Conversations are safe yet courageous spaces where all voices are heard.

OUR TRAINING
Crossing Party Lines provides FREE CLASSES teaching the skills we use in our
conversations. Check out our Course Catalogue to learn more.

Education is the key ingredient.
Learn about growth opportunities.

CrossingPartyLines.com
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Join Host & Moderator Marcus
Johnson for The Conversation

Recent Conversations
Words that Divide Us
Words and assumptions keep us from communicating.
The meaning of most words we use in political
discussions changes according to who is using them. We
explore that.

What Happened to the Colorblind Society?
What would a "colorblind" society look like?
How different is it from a "color-conscious" society?

Informed Voting
Why are your facts different from mine?
What’s the role of “my side bias” in
selecting and framing information?

Minimum Wage: Who Pays?
Who is impacted by raising the minimum
wage? If families can't live off their earnings,
Who pays for their basic needs?

Climate Change: Crisis or Concern?
Is there a climate crisis? Or is concern about
the human impact on our planet being
overstated to promote a political agenda?

It’s Not Just Talking
We offer regular, social interaction to build community.
We break bread together, laugh together, and play
together. We host game nights and organize pub retreats.
CPL is volunteer-driven: we pitch in to help.
We connect with people who are not like us,
giving way to surprise at the possibility of
making friends and being a part of
warm and engaging communities.
CrossingPartyLines.com
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Where To Find Us

We host local meetups and
engage online via Zoom.
OUR EVENTS
At present, most of our events are held virtually — online using Zoom.
Our trained volunteer moderators work to add warmth online.
We allow an unlimited number of attendees and provide a moderator for every 20.
Join us by computer, tablet, or phone using the Zoom application.
We have 10 chapters nationally. Visit us @ MeetUp.com to get the latest schedule.

PORTLAND

MESA

SOUTHERN
OREGON

COLUMBUS

SFO

CHICAGO

RALEIGH

NYC

ATLANTA

AUSTIN

Start a chapter in your community.
Learn how you can organize a local chapter.

CrossingPartyLines.com
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Additional Information
WE HAVE NO POLITICAL AFFILIATION.
Our members, volunteers, and board come from all across the
country and represent a wide range for political views —
Progressive, Liberal, Libertarian, Conservative, and others.
WE ARE 100% DONATION SUPPORTED.
Every penny donated goes to making meetups happen.
Our services are free for all who need it, made possible by you.
Donate to support Crossing Party Lines.
WE ARE 100% VOLUNTEER RUN.
We do our work out of love for our fellow Americans —
to unite us all, one conversation at a time.
WE OFFER OUR SERVICES FREE OF CHARGE.
We don’t charge for our moderated conversations, workshops, and fun
nights. On request, we offer small group classes and custom training.
We charge for these private services to support our work.
Contact Lisa Swallow to learn more.
Lisa@CrossingPartyLines.com

WE INVITE YOU TO ATTEND.
We welcome all views,
Appreciate all perspectives,
And give all voices the chance to be heard

WHAT MEMBERS SAY:
"I feel like I have found my people, and they are on both sides of the aisle, both
principled and caring. And usually up for a beer."
"Learning the Crossing Party Lines approach to talking to people with different
political views has influenced more than just my approach to talking politics. I find
myself applying it any time I need to talk to someone who doesn’t see things my
way. It’s really making a difference in my family, my workplace and my entire life!"
"An important aspect of the approach is that we are not trying to change people’s
minds but understand more fully each others’ reasoning. The really fun part is that
we go away from each meeting as friends."

CrossingPartyLines.com
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